
ACCEPTED UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO ESSAYS

These college essays are from students who got accepted at University of Chicago. Use them to get inspiration for your
own essays and knock the socks off .

Use this opportunity to reveal all of your different interestsâ€”both academic and non-academicâ€”as the
university really supports the idea of students who are diverse in their passions and have the drive to
incorporate them into their college career. Refer to Tip 1, above: your purpose is to display your writing
abilities on a specific topic. It may be tempting to search up all the most impressive faculty and programs to
gush about, but don't just name-drop facts. Tip 4: Keep positive! Imagine this has been expanded to any object
tree or otherwise in the world, and share with us the letter you'd send to your favorite. New traditions are the
norm! Tip 3: Stay humble. This may sound like a lot to write, but it actually provides you more space to really
dig into the reasons for why you are applying. Maybe you enjoyed building worlds out of legos as a kid and
now you want to build a world through your writing? Unusual presents, accidental presents, metaphorical
presents, re-gifted presents, etc. You can check out our advice from last year for more ideas. Examples of
University of Chicago Essay Prompts UChicago Essay Example Prompt 1 Required, words recommended
length How does the University of Chicago, as you know it now, satisfy your desire for a particular kind of
learning, community, and future? Why are you interested in it and what courses or areas of focus within it
might you want to explore? Now the catchâ€¦ your submission, for the rest of your life, will always be the first
thing anyone you meet for the first time will see. Omne trium perfectum? As you can see from the attributions,
the questions below were inspired by submissions from UChicago students and alumni. And perhaps the joy
of eating a cookie was significant because it is a fond memory you have of your grandmother who passed
away due to cancer and now you want to become a doctor so that you can help save others. Does it involve a
potion or other magical object? UChicago's fun prompts highlight a critical aspect of all college admission
essays: no formula will guarantee you entry, or even predict your college experience. If you are including
limited amounts of writing on the page, then you must have a very clear idea of what you want to portray to
others. Make sure to be as specific as you can, and always connect each point you mention back to how it
relates to you. Feel the need to shatter windows for some reason? Mash up a historical figure with a new time
period, environment, location, or occupation, and tell us their story. This prompt may remind you of the
previous prompt in many ways. We think of them as an opportunity for students to tell us about themselves,
their tastes, and their ambitions. Zombies , and Kuvia a week-long event where houses on campus participate
in early morning exercises all of which are hosted by its many clubs. Blow up the font size to check for
spacing and spelling errors. Choose one of the following prompts and respond in a maximum of 2 pages. PS:
This is a creative thought experiment, and selecting this essay prompt does not guarantee your admission to
UChicago. What unexplored place would you like to travel to? Maybe you want to create a spell so that you
can help do the dishes without having to wash them yourself. Why is this a spell that you are interested in and
is there a catchy rhyme that you can make to invoke the action? Essay Option 3: The word
floccinaucinihilipilification is the act or habit of describing or regarding something as unimportant or of
having no value. But he needs to attract national attention for the next part of his plan. Sometimes, the best,
most genuine essays come from the simple items in daily life. You can choose to make up a word from scratch
that describes a feeling or situation you were in, and get as specific and creative as you want.


